Our Verticals are manufactured here in Perth in
89mm or 127mm fabric slats. 89mm cost 20%
more than 127mm, as the blind will use 20%
more fabric & carriers etc. The tracks come in a
choice of four colours including white, magnolia,
black and anotec grey and we insert a strip of
fabric to match the fabric being used for the
vertical slats.
We only use the best quality parts for our vertical
blinds and we’ve been manufacturing them in
Wangara for over 33 years.
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We make the best Vertical blinds

Top quality Australian
made Vertical blinds

There is two-control options- Wand control being the most popular and
easy to use, clean and child safe. Chain control is the other option, which is
the best control system for verticals to open from the center or bunch in
the center by pulling just one cord. They can also go just left or right and the
cord is tensioned against the wall for child safety. The cord control has a
self-aligner too so with an extra pull on the cord it realigns the slats.
Verticals can be made up to 3600mm wide and can be made longer than
3000mm high. We use quality carriers that make taking slats off to clean so
easy.
The chain control option also has a self-aligner built in so the blind can be
straightened up. Our Vertical Blinds are made at our factory in Wanagra and
are 100% Australian made with top quality parts.
The advantage of Verticals is how diverse they are, we can make them to fit
angled windows, bay windows or corner windows.
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Quality is
Guaranteed

	
  

We guarantee you will be so
impressed by the quality of our
Vertical Blinds; we only source the
best parts and manufacture them
here in Australia.
Plus we have the largest fabric
range in Perth including every
Designer brand to choose from. Our
fitters are the best in the business
and our team knows their stuff.
Perth Eagle Blinds has over33 years
of experience providing only the
best premium products & we always
ensure you will receive the best
quality fabric available.

Ou r Fa br ic m akes all th e differ ence
We only use quality Australian made fabrics like Shaw Vibe, Elegance and
even Wilson textured fabrics for example. Our vertical blinds fabrics are all
made of polyester and are stain and mould resistant. All our Vertical blinds
fabrics manufactured in Perth are blackout, although we can also order
light filtering Verticals fabrics from Luxaflex for you, but you would also
have to use their brackets too.
Our entire range of fabrics are PVC free and come with either chains to link
them, chainless weights or for a small surcharge sewn in weights. We are
able to email you our vertical color brochures as per the example on the
left. Verticals can also come with an optional 89mm pelmet, which
attaches to the Vertical blinds bracket. The pelmets can be made to fit on
corner windows too. They come with a fabric insert to match the fabric of
your blinds.

“Verticals are still the most cost effective option when buying
blinds & with our new fabrics they look better than ever!”
Quoted by Paul Assinder- Sales Director/Designer

We also sell L uxa flex Ver ticals
LUXAFLEX® Vertical Blinds control heat and light
in a sleek modern design, which incorporates the
Ultimate Track System. Vertical blinds are
available in translucent and block-out fabrics in a
huge variety of colours. LUXAFLEX vertical blinds
Add a fresh new dimension to a traditional window fashion. There
are two different operating styles available for Vertical Blinds.
Choose from either cord operation or wand operation, wand is more
popular as its easy to use and easy to clean too. Wands are
available in pure white or anodised grey.
Luxaflex Still offer three slat sizes too, 127mm slats, 89mm or
100mm. making it easier to suit your home. Choose from chainless
weights (not sewn in) or weights and chains at the bottom of your
blinds.
LUXAFLEX® Vertical Blinds come in not only blackout fabrics, but
some very contemporary Translucent fabrics too. Plus you can
match up your vertical blinds by Luxaflex with your Luxaflex Roller
blinds. Make sliding doors stylish as well as conveniently functional
by using translucent vertical blinds, letting natural light in, but
stopping heat and UV and still totally private from inside.

